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Starting from first principles, we present a detailed analysis of the concept of single scattering of light by a
small volume element filled with sparsely and randomly positioned particles. We first derive the formulas of
the far-field single-scattering approximation, which treats the volume element as a single scatterer, and dis-
cuss its range of applicability, using for illustration exact T-matrix results for randomly oriented two-sphere
clusters. Our second approach is to treat the volume element as a small cloud of particles and apply the so-
called first-order-scattering approximation. We demonstrate that although the two approaches are based on
somewhat different sets of assumptions, they give essentially the same result for the electromagnetic response
of a sufficiently distant polarization-sensitive detector. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of single scattering of light by a small volume
element filled with sparsely and randomly positioned par-
ticles has been central to the disciplines of electromag-
netic scattering by small particles and phenomenological
radiative transfer.1–18 Yet it appears that while the same
terminology is widely used in the scientific literature, the
specific meaning of this concept remains rather vague and
seems to vary from publication to publication. With the
development of the microphysical approach to radiative
transfer (see Ref. 19 and references therein), the small (or
‘‘differential’’) volume element has completely lost its
long-cherished role as an elementary scattering unit in a
macroscopic medium composed of randomly positioned
discrete particles. Now the role of the elementary scat-
terers rightfully belongs to the scattering particles them-
selves, which, with the benefit of hindsight, one should
have expected. However, the concept of a small volume
element remains a useful modeling tool in practical appli-
cations in which (1) the scattering medium is observed
from a distance much greater than its maximal linear di-
mension and (2) the number of particles is insufficiently
large to cause a significant multiple-scattering component
of the total scattered radiation. A prime example of such
applications is the analysis and interpretation of labora-
tory measurements of light scattering by tenuous collec-
tions of natural and artificial small particles (e.g., Refs.
20–23 and references therein). Therefore the objective of
this paper is to present a detailed and consistent analysis
of scattering by a small volume element starting from
first principles. Specifically, we discuss how one can
model theoretically the response of a polarization-
1084-7529/2004/010071-17$15.00 ©
sensitive well-collimated detector placed at a large dis-
tance from a small volume element filled with randomly
and sparsely distributed discrete scatterers.

We begin by deriving and discussing the formulas of
the far-field single-scattering approximation, which treats
the small volume element as a single, albeit ‘‘random’’
scatterer. We then take an alternative look at the prob-
lem by treating the volume element as a small cloud of
particles, using the concepts originating in the micro-
physical approach to radiative transfer,19 and applying
the so-called first-order-scattering approximation. The
final section discusses the relation between these two ap-
proaches and compares their ranges of applicability.

2. FAR-FIELD SCATTERING BY A SINGLE
FIXED PARTICLE
The aim of this section is to make the paper reasonably
self-contained by briefly introducing the necessary defini-
tions and notation and listing the equations describing
far-field electromagnetic scattering by a single particle.
An extensive discussion of the subjects covered, including
explicit derivations of all formulas, can be found in Ref. 7
(hereinafter referred to as MTL). We will assume that
all fields are time harmonic and will omit the common fac-
tor exp(2ivt), where t is time and v is angular frequency.
3-vectors will be denoted with bold roman letters,
whereas matrices will be denoted with bold sans serif let-
ters.

A. Stokes Parameters
To introduce various characteristics of a transverse elec-
tromagnetic wave, we use the local right-handed Carte-
2004 Optical Society of America
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sian coordinate system with origin at the observation
point, as shown in Fig. 1, and specify the direction of
propagation of the wave by a unit vector n̂ or, alterna-
tively, by a couple $u, w%, where u P @0, p# is the polar
angle and w P @0, 2p) is the azimuth angle. The electric
field at the observation point can be expressed as E
5 Eu 1 Ew 5 Eu

^
u 1 Ewŵ, where Eu and Ew are the u

and w components of the electric field vector, respectively,
and

^
u and ŵ are the corresponding unit vectors.

Let a plane electromagnetic wave propagate in a homo-
geneous isotropic medium with a real electric permittivity
« and a real magnetic susceptibility m:

E~r! 5 E0 exp~ ikn̂ – r!, E0 • n̂ 5 0, (1)

where n̂ is a unit vector in the propagation direction and
k 5 vA«m is the (real) wave number. The Stokes param-
eters I, Q, U, and V of the wave form the 4 3 1 column
Stokes vector I according to

I 5 S I
Q
U
V
D 5

1

2 S «

m
D 1/2S E0u E0u* 1 E0w E0w*

E0u E0u* 2 E0w E0w*

2E0u E0w* 2 E0w E0u*

i~E0w E0u* 2 E0u E0w* !

D , (2)

where an asterisk denotes complex conjugation, and have
the dimension of monochromatic energy flux. Since tra-
ditional optical devices cannot measure the electric field
associated with a beam of light, the Stokes parameters
provide the most complete characterization of a trans-
verse electromagnetic wave, inasmuch as it is subject to
practical analysis.

B. Coherency Dyad
The definition of the Stokes vector explicitly exploits the
transverse character of an electromagnetic wave and re-
quires the use of a local spherical coordinate system.
However, in some cases it is convenient to introduce an
alternative quantity, which also provides a complete opti-
cal specification of a transverse electromagnetic wave but
is defined without explicit use of a coordinate system.
This quantity is called the coherency dyad and is given by

rJ 5 E ^ E* 5 E0 ^ E0* , (3)

where ^ denotes the dyadic product of two vectors. It is
then clear that the Stokes vector can be expressed in
terms of the coherency dyad as follows:

Fig. 1. Local coordinate system used to describe the direction of
propagation and the polarization state of a transverse electro-
magnetic wave at the observation point O.
I 5
1

2 S «

m
D 1/2S û • rJ •û 1 ŵ • rJ • ŵ

û • rJ •û 2 ŵ • rJ • ŵ

2û • rJ • ŵ 2 ŵ • rJ •û

i~ŵ • rJ •û 2û • rJ • ŵ!

D , (4)

whereas rJ • n̂ and nI • rJ vanish.
The coherency dyad is a more general quantity than

the Stokes vector because it can be applied to any electro-
magnetic field and not just to a transverse electromag-
netic wave. This makes the coherency dyad convenient
in studies of electromagnetic fields created by groups of
scatterers. However, it is important to remember that
when the coherency dyad is applied to an arbitrary elec-
tromagnetic field, it may not always have as definite a
physical meaning as that of, for example, the Poynting
vector. The relationship between the coherency dyad and
the actual physical observables may change depending on
the problem at hand and must be carefully established
whenever this quantity is used in a theoretical analysis of
a specific measurement procedure.19

C. Far-Field Scattering by a Single Particle
Consider a scattering particle embedded in an infinite,
homogeneous, linear, isotropic, and nonabsorbing me-
dium (Fig. 2). The scatterer occupies a finite interior re-
gion VINT and is surrounded by the infinite exterior re-
gion. The interior region is filled with an isotropic,
linear, and possibly inhomogeneous material. Assuming
that the host medium and the scatterer are nonmagnetic
[i.e., m2(r) 5 m1 5 m0 , where the subscripts 1 and 2 cor-
respond to the host medium and the scatterer, respec-
tively, and m0 is the permeability of a vacuum], one can
show that the total electric field everywhere in space sat-
isfies the following volume integral equation:

E~r! 5 Einc~r! 1 k1
2E

VINT

dr8 GJ ~r, r8!

• E~r8!@m2~r8! 2 1#, r P R3, (5)

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the electromagnetic scatter-
ing problem. The unshaded exterior region is unbounded in all
directions, whereas the shaded area represents the interior re-
gion VINT .
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where Einc(r) is the incident field,

GJ ~r, r8! 5 S IJ 1
1

k1
2 ¹ ^ ¹ D exp~ ik1ur 2 r8u!

4pur 2 r8u
(6)

is the free-space dyadic Green’s function, IJ is the identity
dyad, and m(r) 5 k2(r)/k1 is the refractive index of the
interior relative to that of the exterior. Alternatively, the
scattered field Esca(r) 5 E(r) 2 Einc(r) can be expressed
in terms of the incident field by means of the so-called
dyad transition operator TJ :

Esca~r! 5 E
VINT

dr8 GJ ~r, r8! • E
VINT

dr9 TJ ~r8, r9!

• Einc~r9!, r P R3. (7)

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) yields the Lippmann–

Schwinger equation for TJ :

TJ ~r, r8! 5 k1
2@m2~r! 2 1#d ~r 2 r8! IJ 1 k1

2@m2~r!

2 1#E
VINT

dr9 GJ ~r, r9! • TJ ~r9, r8!,

r, r8 P VINT , (8)

where d (r) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function.
Let us now choose a point O close to the geometrical

center of the scattering particle as the common origin of
all position vectors (Figs. 2 and 3) and make the following
far-field assumptions:

r @ a, (9)

r @ k1a2/2, (10)

k1r @ 1, (11)

where r 5 uru and a is the radius of the smallest circum-
scribing sphere of the scatterer. Then Eq. (5) becomes

Fig. 3. Far-field scattering by a single particle.
Esca~r! 5
exp~ ik1r !

r

k1
2

4p
~ IJ 2 r̂ ^ r̂! • E

VINT

dr8

3 @m2~r8! 2 1#E~r8!exp~2ik1r̂ – r8!.

(12)

The factor IJ 2 r̂ ^ r̂ ensures that the scattered spherical
wave in the far-field zone is transverse, so that

Esca~r! 5
exp~ ik1r !

r
E1

sca~ r̂!, r̂ – E1
sca~ r̂! 5 0, (13)

where the scattering amplitude E1
sca( r̂) is independent of r

and describes the angular distribution of the scattered ra-
diation.

Note that the inequality (9) requires the observation
point to be located at a distance from the particle much
greater than the particle size. Therefore, when the par-
tial wavelets generated by infinitesimally small volume
elements constituting the particle arrive at the observa-
tion point, they propagate in essentially the same scatter-
ing direction. The inequality (10) can be interpreted as
the requirement that the observation point be so far from
the scatterer that the phase difference between the paths
connecting the observation point and any two points of
the scatterer becomes independent of r for any fixed scat-
tering direction. As a result, the surfaces of constant
phase of the partial wavelets coincide in the far-field zone,
and the partial wavelets form a single outgoing spherical
wave. Finally, the inequality (11) means that the dis-
tance to the observation point must be much greater than
the wavelength.

Assuming that the incident field is a plane wave, that
is,

Einc~r! 5 E0
inc exp~ ik1n̂inc

• r!, (14)

we have

E1
sca~n̂sca! 5 AJ ~n̂sca, n̂inc! • E0

inc , (15)

where n̂sca 5 r̂ (Fig. 3). The elements of the scattering
dyad AJ (n̂sca, n̂inc) have the dimension of length. It fol-
lows from Eq. (13) that

n̂sca
• AJ ~n̂sca, n̂inc! 5 0. (16)

Since E0
inc

• n̂inc 5 0, the dot product AJ (n̂sca, n̂inc) • n̂inc is
not defined by Eq. (15). To complete the definition, we
take this product to be zero:

AJ ~n̂sca, n̂inc! • n̂inc 5 0. (17)

Equations (16) and (17) allow one to introduce the 2 3 2
amplitude matrix S, which describes the transformation
of the u and w components of the incident plane wave into
the u and w components of the scattered spherical wave
(Fig. 3):

Esca~rn̂sca! 5
exp~ ik1r !

r
S~n̂sca, n̂inc!E0

inc , (18)

where E denotes a two-component column formed by the u
and w components of the electric vector, i.e.,
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E 5 S E
Ew

D . (19)

The elements of the amplitude matrix have the dimension
of length and are expressed in terms of the scattering
dyad as follows:

S11 5
^

u sca
• AJ •

^
u inc, S12 5

^
u sca

• AJ • ŵinc,

S21 5 ŵsca
• AJ •

^
u inc, S22 5 ŵsca

• AJ • ŵinc. (20)

D. Phase and Extinction Matrices
Although the amplitude matrix provides a complete speci-
fication of the scattering process in the far-field zone, the
elements of the amplitude matrix cannot be measured
with a typical optical instrument. It is, therefore, useful
to characterize the scattering process in terms of actual
observables related to the Stokes parameters.

Consider two orientations of a well-collimated Stokes
meter in the far-field zone of a particle as shown in Fig. 4.
Specifically, detector 1 captures both the incident and the
scattered light, whereas detector 2 receives only the scat-
tered light. To describe the response of detector 2, we de-
fine the Stokes parameters of the incident plane wave and
the scattered spherical wave as

respectively, where n̂sca Þ n̂inc. Then the polarized sig-
nal recorded by detector 2 per unit time is given by

Iinc 5 S I inc

Q inc

U inc

V inc
D 5

1

2 S «1

m0
D 1/2S E0u

incE0u
inc* 1 E0w

incE0w
inc*

E0u
incE0u

inc* 2 E0w
incE0w

inc*

2E0u
incE0w

inc* 2 E0w
incE0u

inc*

i~E0w
incE0u

inc* 2 E0u
incE0w

inc* !

D
Isca~rn̂sca! 5 S Isca~rn̂sca!

Qsca~rn̂sca!

Usca~rn̂sca!

Vsca~rn̂sca!

D 5
1

r2

1

2 S «1

m0
D 1/2S E1u

sca~n̂sca!@E
E1u

sca~n̂sca!@E
2E1u

sca~n̂sca!@E
i$E1w

sca~n̂sca!@E

θ

Signal 2 5 DSIsca~rn̂sca!, (23)
where DS is the acceptance area of the detector, and the
Stokes vector of the scattered light is expressed in that of
the incident light by means of the 4 3 4 phase matrix Z:

Isca~rn̂sca! 5
1

r2 Z~n̂sca, n̂inc!Iinc. (24)

It can be shown that the elements of Z(n̂sca, n̂inc) are the
following quadratic combinations of the elements of the
amplitude matrix S(n̂sca, n̂inc):

Z11 5
1
2 ~ uS11u2 1 uS12u2 1 uS21u2 1 uS22u2!, (25)

Z12 5
1
2 ~ uS11u2 2 uS12u2 1 uS21u2 2 uS22u2!, (26)

Z13 5 2Re~S11S12* 1 S22S21* !, (27)

Z14 5 2Im~S11S12* 2 S22S21* !, (28)

Z21 5
1
2 ~ uS11u2 1 uS12u2 2 uS21u2 2 uS22u2!, (29)

Z22 5
1
2 ~ uS11u2 2 uS12u2 2 uS21u2 1 uS22u2!, (30)

Z23 5 2Re~S11S12* 2 S22S21* !, (31)

Z24 5 2Im~S11S12* 1 S22S21* !, (32)

Z31 5 2Re~S11S21* 1 S22S12* !, (33)

Z32 5 2Re~S11S21* 2 S22S12* !, (34)

Z33 5 Re~S11S22* 1 S12S21* !, (35)

Z34 5 Im~S11S22* 1 S21S12* !, (36)

Z41 5 2Im~S21S11* 1 S22S12* !, (37)

Z42 5 2Im~S21S11* 2 S22S12* !, (38)

Z43 5 Im~S22S11* 2 S12S21* !, (39)

Z44 5 Re~S22S11* 2 S12S21* !. (40)

All elements of the phase matrix are real valued and have
the dimension of area.

To describe the response of detector 1, we need to intro-
duce the Stokes parameters of the total field for propaga-
tion directions r̂ very close to n̂sca:

(21)

ˆ sca!#* 1 E1w
sca~n̂sca!@E1w

sca~n̂sca!#*
ˆ sca!#* 2 E1w

sca~n̂sca!@E1w
sca~n̂sca!#*

n̂sca!#* 2 E1w
sca~n̂sca!@E1u

sca~n̂sca!#*
n̂sca!#* 2 E1u

sca~n̂sca!@E1w
sca~n̂sca!#* %

D , (22)
,

1u
sca~n

1u
sca~n

1w
sca~

1u
sca~
Fig. 4. The response of a collimated detector depends on the line
of sight.
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I~r r̂!

5
1

2 S «1

m0
D 1/2S Eu~r r̂!@Eu~r r̂!#* 1 Ew~r r̂!@Ew~r r̂!#*

Eu~r r̂!@Eu~r r̂!#* 2 Ew~r r̂!@Ew~r r̂!#*
2Eu~r r̂!@Ew~r r̂!#* 2 Ew~r r̂!@Eu~r r̂!#*
i$Ew~r r̂!@Eu~r r̂!#* 2 Eu~r r̂!@Ew~r r̂!#* %

D ,

(41)

where the total electric field is given by E(r r̂) 5 Einc(r r̂)
1 Esca(r r̂). Then the polarized signal recorded by detec-
tor 1 per unit time is obtained by integrating I(r r̂) over
the sensitive surface of the detector:

Signal 1 5 E
DS

dS I~r r̂!

5 DSIinc 2 K~n̂inc!Iinc 1 DS
1

r2 Z~n̂inc, n̂inc!Iinc,

(42)

where the elements of the forward-scattering phase ma-
trix Z(n̂inc, n̂inc) and the 4 3 4 extinction matrix K(n̂inc)
are expressed in those of the forward-scattering ampli-
tude matrix S(n̂inc, n̂inc) according to Eqs. (25)–(40) and
the formulas

Kjj 5
2p

k1
Im~S11 1 S22!, j 5 1,..., 4, (43)

K12 5 K21 5
2p

k1
Im~S11 2 S22!, (44)

K13 5 K31 5 2
2p

k1
Im~S12 1 S21!, (45)

K14 5 K41 5
2p

k1
Re~S21 2 S12!, (46)

K23 5 2K32 5
2p

k1
Im~S21 2 S12!, (47)

K24 5 2K42 5 2
2p

k1
Re~S12 1 S21!, (48)

K34 5 2K43 5
2p

k1
Re~S22 2 S11!. (49)

The elements of the Stokes extinction matrix are real val-
ued and have the dimension of area.

By placing detector 1 sufficiently far from the scatterer,
one can make negligible the contribution of the third term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (42):

Signal 1 5
r→`

DSIinc 2 K~n̂inc!Iinc. (50)

As a consequence, the extinction matrix becomes a di-
rectly observable quantity.

It is important to note that the scattering pattern for
particles comparable with and larger than the wave-
length is known to change dramatically when the scatter-
ing direction varies by as little as p/(2k1a) (rad) (see,
e.g., pp. 234–236 of Ref. 1 and Fig. 7.3 and plates 9.1 and
10.1 of MTL). Therefore, if a detector were to fully re-
solve this angular variability, the distance r from the par-
ticle to the detector would have to satisfy the inequality

p

2k1a
@

D

2r
, (51)

where D is the diameter of the acceptance area of the de-
tector. This practical requirement supplements the the-
oretical far-field zone criteria (9)–(11). If this require-
ment is not met, then the detector will record a
convolution of the angular scattering pattern with the de-
tector angular aperture.

E. Optical Cross Sections
Important derivative characteristics of the particle are
the total optical cross sections, which are defined as fol-
lows. The product of the scattering cross section Csca and
the incident monochromatic energy flux gives the total
monochromatic power removed from the incident wave
owing to scattering of the incident radiation by the par-
ticle in all directions. The product of the absorption cross
section Cabs and the incident monochromatic energy flux
is equal to the total monochromatic power removed from
the incident wave as a result of absorption of light by the
particle. Finally, the product of the extinction cross sec-
tion Cext and the incident monochromatic energy flux
gives the total monochromatic power removed by the par-
ticle from the incident light on account of the combined
effect of scattering and absorption.

Explicit formulas for the extinction and scattering cross
sections follow from Eqs. (22), (24), and (50):

Csca 5
1

I inc E
S
dS Isca~r!

5
1

I inc E
4p

dr̂@Z11~ r̂, n̂inc!I inc 1 Z12~ r̂, n̂inc!Q inc

1 Z13~ r̂, n̂inc!U inc 1 Z14~ r̂, n̂inc!V inc#, (52)

Cext 5
1

I inc @K11~n̂inc!I inc 1 K12~n̂inc!Q inc

1 K13~n̂inc!U inc 1 K14~n̂inc!V inc#, (53)

where S is the surface of a sphere centered at the scatter-
ing particle and having a radius r large enough to be in
the particle far-field zone and dr̂ 5 dS/r2 is an infinitesi-
mal solid angle element around the direction r̂. The ab-
sorption cross section is equal to the difference of the ex-
tinction and scattering cross sections:

Cabs 5 Cext 2 Csca > 0. (54)

3. SINGLE-SCATTERING APPROXIMATION
FOR A FIXED GROUP OF PARTICLES
We will now consider electromagnetic scattering by an ar-
bitrary fixed group of N finite particles (Fig. 5). In this
case, one can express the total electric field E(r) every-
where in space in terms of the vector version of the
Foldy–Lax equations19:
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E~r! 5 Einc~r! 1 (
i51

N E
Vi

dr8 GJ ~r, r8!

• E
Vi

dr9 TJ i~r8, r9! • Ei~r9!, r P R3,

(55)

where r is the position vector originating at the origin of
the common (laboratory) coordinate system, Vi is the vol-
ume occupied by particle i, the electric field Ei(r) that is
‘‘exciting’’ particle i is given by

Ei~r! 5 Einc~r! 1 (
j~Þi !51

N

Eij
exc~r!, (56)

the Eij
exc(r) are partial exciting fields given by

Eij
exc~r! 5 E

Vj

dr8 GJ ~r, r8! • E
Vj

dr9 TJ j~r8, r9! • Ej~r9!,

r P Vi , (57)

and TJ i is the ith-particle dyad transition operator with
respect to the laboratory coordinate system. The Foldy–
Lax equations (55)–(57) directly follow from the Maxwell
equations and provide an exact description of multiple
scattering by the N-particle group. Indeed, Eq. (55) ex-
presses the total field everywhere in space in terms of the
vector sum of the incident field and the partial fields gen-
erated by each particle in response to the corresponding
exciting fields, whereas Eqs. (56) and (57) show that the
field exciting each particle consists of the incident field
and the fields generated by all other particles. Impor-
tantly, each TJ i satisfies Eq. (8) and is, therefore, the dyad
transition operator of particle i in the absence of all other
particles.

Let us now assume that the second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (56) is small in comparison with the first
term. This means that each particle is excited only by
the external incident field, which is the definition of the
single-scattering approximation (SSA) for the fixed
N-particle aggregate. We then have, instead of Eq. (55),

E~r! 5 Einc~r! 1 Esca~r!, r P R3, (58)

where the total scattered field is a vector sum of the par-
tial scattered fields:

Esca~r! 5 (
i51

N

Ei
sca~r!, (59)

Fig. 5. Scattering by a fixed configuration of N finite particles.
Ei
sca~r! 5 E

Vi

dr8 GJ ~r, r8!

• E
Vi

dr9 TJ i~r8, r9!

• Einc~r9!. (60)

It is clear that each partial field is independent of the par-
tial fields scattered by all other particles forming the
group [cf. Eq. (7)].

Let us choose the origin O of the laboratory coordinate
system close to the geometrical center of the group, illu-
minate the fixed N-particle group by a plane electromag-
netic wave incident in the direction of the unit vector ŝ,
i.e.,

Einc~r! 5 E0
inc exp~ ik1ŝ – r!, E0

inc
• ŝ 5 0, (61)

assume that the observation point is located in the far-
field zone of any particle forming the group (Fig. 6), and
recall Eqs. (14) and (15). The latter indicate that the out-
going spherical wave generated by particle i in response
to a plane-wave excitation of the form E0

inc exp(ik1ŝ – ri) in
the far-field zone of this particle is given by
ri

21 exp(ik1ri)AJ i( r̂i , ŝ) • E0
inc , where ri originates inside

particle i (Fig. 6), AJ i( r̂i , ŝ) is the ith-particle scattering
dyad centered at the particle origin, and r̂i 5 ri /ri is the
unit vector in the scattering direction. To make use of
this fact, we must rewrite Eq. (61) in the form

Einc~r! 5 E0
inc exp~ ik1ŝ – ri!exp~ ik1ŝ – Ri!, (62)

where Ri connects the origin of the laboratory coordinate
system with the origin of particle i (Fig. 6). This gives

Ei
sca~r! 5 exp~ ik1ŝ – Ri!

exp~ ik1ri!

ri
AJ i~ r̂i , ŝ! • E0

inc .

(63)

This formula is valid provided that the inequalities (9)–
(11) hold for each particle of the group.

Fig. 6. Far-field scattering by a collection of particles.
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4. FAR-FIELD SINGLE-SCATTERING
APPROXIMATION FOR A FIXED PARTICLE
GROUP
Assuming that r @ Ri for any i yields

ri 5 ur 2 Riu

5 rS 1 2
2 r̂ – Ri

r
1

Ri
2

r2 D 1/2

' r 2 r̂ – Ri 1
Ri

2

2r
.

(64)

Therefore

Ei
sca~r! 5

exp~ ik1r !

r
exp~ iD i!AJ i~ r̂, ŝ! • E0

inc , (65)

where

D i 5 k1~ ŝ 2 r̂! • Ri , (66)

and it is further assumed that r @ k1Ri
2/2 and AJ i( r̂i , ŝ)

' AJ i( r̂, ŝ). We can now rewrite Eq. (59) as

Esca~r! 5
exp~ ik1r !

r
AJ ~ r̂, ŝ! • E0

inc , (67)

where the scattering dyad of the entire volume element is
given by

AJ ~ r̂, ŝ! 5 (
i51

N

exp~ iD i!AJ i~ r̂, ŝ!. (68)

It is clear that Eq. (67) describes a transverse outgoing
spherical wave centered at O. Exploiting the transverse
character of the wave yields

Esca~r! 5
exp~ ik1r !

r
S~ r̂, ŝ! • E0

inc , (69)

where we have used the notation of Eq. (19), and the total
amplitude matrix of the group S( r̂, ŝ) is expressed in
terms of the partial amplitude matrices Si( r̂, ŝ) centered
at the respective particle origins as

S~ r̂, ŝ! 5 (
i51

N

exp~ iD i!Si~ r̂, ŝ!. (70)

The approximate equality AJ i( r̂i , ŝ) ' AJ i( r̂, ŝ) used to
derive Eq. (67) means that the angular pattern of light
scattering by each single particle is assumed to change in-
significantly over the range of scattering directions equal
to the angular size of the volume element V collectively
occupied by the particles (Fig. 6) as viewed from the ob-
servation point. Therefore the distance r from the vol-
ume element to the observation point must satisfy the in-
equality p/(2k1ai) @ Lmax/2r, where Lmax is the maximal
linear dimension of the volume element [cf. the inequality
(51)]. On the other hand, the assumption r @ Ri leads to
the inequality r @ Lmax/2.

In what follows, we will assume for simplicity that the
volume element V is roughly equidimensional so that its
minimal (Lmin) and maximal (Lmax) linear dimensions are
approximately the same: Lmin ' Lmax ' L, where L is a
‘‘typical’’ linear dimension of the volume element. It is
then clear from our derivation and discussion that the cri-
teria of applicability of Eqs. (69) and (70) can be summa-
rized as follows:

r @ maxS L

2
,

Lk1ai

p
D or r @ maxS L

2
,

2Lai

l1
D ,

i 5 1,..., N, (71)

r @
k1L2

8
, (72)

k1r @ 1, (73)

where l1 5 2p/k1 is the wavelength in the surrounding
medium. The inequalities (72) and (73) are quite similar
to the last two criteria of far-field scattering by a single
particle, the inequalities (10) and (11), the only difference
being that the radius a of the smallest circumscribing
sphere of the particle in the inequalities (10) and (11) is
now replaced by L/2. As before, the inequality (72) re-
quires the observation point to be so far from the volume
element that the phase difference between the paths con-
necting the observation point and any two particles of the
group becomes independent of r. As a consequence, the
surfaces of constant phase of the partial waves generated
by the individual particles coincide, and the waves form a
single outgoing spherical wave. Thus Eqs. (69) and (70)
are valid only if the observation point is located in the far-
field zone of the entire N-particle configuration.

Equations (69) and (70) are the main result of the far-
field SSA for a fixed N-particle group. They show that in
the far-field zone of the entire group, the total scattered
electric field becomes a single outgoing spherical wave,
and the scattering process can be described by a single
amplitude matrix centered at the common origin of the
group. This allows one to introduce the extinction and
phase matrices and the optical cross sections of the group
as a whole in complete analogy with how it was done in
Section 2 for a single particle and to model the electro-
magnetic response of a detector located in the far-field
zone of the entire group.

In particular, since the D i vanish in the exact forward-
scattering direction ( r̂ 5 ŝ), substituting Eq. (70) into
Eqs. (43)–(49) and (53) yields

K 5 (
i51

N

Ki , (74)

Cext 5 (
i51

N

~Cext!i . (75)

In other words, the extinction matrix and the extinction
cross section of the fixed N-particle group in the frame-
work of the far-field SSA are obtained by adding the re-
spective optical characteristics of all the individual par-
ticles forming the group. One can also substitute Eq.
(70) into Eqs. (25)–(40) and derive the corresponding for-
mulas for the elements of the total phase matrix. How-
ever, we will not do that explicitly but rather will derive a
formula for the total phase matrix under additional sim-
plifying assumptions.
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5. FAR-FIELD UNCORRELATED SINGLE-
SCATTERING APPROXIMATION
AND MODIFIED UNCORRELATED SINGLE-
SCATTERING APPROXIMATION
Let us now make two further assumptions:

1. The N particles filling the volume element V move
during the time necessary to take a measurement in such
a way that their positions are random and uncorrelated
with each other.

2. The criteria of validity of Eqs. (69) and (70) are sat-
isfied at each moment during the measurement.

Collectively, these assumptions define what can be called
the far-field uncorrelated single-scattering approximation
(USSA) for a small volume element. Obviously, these as-
sumptions do not change Eqs. (74) and (75), since the lat-
ter are independent of the specific particle positions at
any moment during the measurement. Therefore Eqs.
(74) and (75) are also the formulas for the time-averaged
total extinction matrix and extinction cross section of the
volume element.

Our next step is to substitute Eq. (70) into Eqs. (25)–
(40) and assume that the randomness of particle positions
during the measurement leads to the following inequali-
ties:

K URe (
i51

N

(
i8~Þi !51

N

@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#kl@Si8~ r̂, ŝ!#pq* exp@i~D i 2 D i8!#U L
! URe (

i51

N

@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#kl@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#pq* U , (76)

and, if k Þ p or l Þ q,

K UIm (
i51

N

(
i8~Þi !51

N

@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#kl@Si8~ r̂, ŝ!#pq* exp@i~D i 2 D i8!#U L
! UIm (

i51

N

@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#kl@Si~ r̂, ŝ!#pq* U ,
k, l, p, q 5 1, 2, (77)

where the angle brackets denote the configurational aver-
age (an average over the varying particle positions) or,
equivalently, the average over a sufficiently long period of
time. Equation (66) suggests that for the left-hand sides
of the inequalities (76) and (77) to vanish, the positions of
particles i and i8 must change randomly by approxi-
mately a wavelength or more, thereby causing the real
and imaginary parts of exp(Di 2 Di8) to vary randomly be-
tween 21 and 1. It is then straightforward to show that
the configurational (or time) average of the total phase
matrix of the volume element is also given by the ‘‘inco-
herent’’ sum of the partial phase matrices:

Z 5 (
i51

N

Zi . (78)

Finally, Eqs. (52), (54), and (75) yield the configuration-
averaged (or time-averaged) total scattering and absorp-
tion cross sections of the volume element as sums of the
respective partial optical characteristics:

Csca 5 (
i51

N

~Csca!i , (79)

Cabs 5 (
i51

N

~Cabs!i . (80)

Although the presence of the rapidly oscillating expo-
nential factors indeed causes the left-hand sides of the in-
equalities (76) and (77) to vanish upon configurational av-
eraging in most cases, it is clear that both inequalities are
violated in the vicinity of the exact forward-scattering di-
rection ( r̂ ' ŝ), when all the D i vanish or become very
small [cf. Eq. (66)] and all the exponential factors
exp@i(D i 2 D i8)# reduce to unity. This means that single
scattering by constituent particles in directions close to
the exact forward direction is always coherent or almost
coherent irrespective of specific particle positions and
must result in an additional enhancement of intensity
due to constructive interference.24,25 Therefore Eqs.
(78)–(80) are not a direct consequence of the USSA but
rather are based on the USSA and the additional assump-
tion that the forward-scattering interference can be ne-
glected. The latter assumption, along with the USSA,
defines the far-field modified uncorrelated single-
scattering approximation (MUSSA) for a small volume el-
ement.

Equations (74), (75), and (78)–(80) are usually adopted
without rigorous proof and form the basis for treating
single scattering by random particle ensembles in virtu-
ally every book on light scattering and radiative transfer.
It is clear from our detailed derivation that Eqs. (74) and
(75) are a consequence of the simple far-field SSA as ap-
plied to any particle group, either fixed or random,
whereas Eqs. (78)–(80) are strictly valid only in the
framework of the far-field MUSSA.

Spatial coordinates are not the only particle character-
istics that can vary with time. If the particles are non-
spherical, they can also change their orientation with re-
spect to the laboratory coordinate system. Depending on
their chemical composition, the particles can also change
their shapes and sizes owing to oscillations of liquid-
droplet surfaces or owing to the processes of evaporation,
condensation, sublimation, and melting. Even the total
number of particles in the volume element can change
during the time necessary to take the measurement. A
traditional approach in such cases is to assume that tem-
poral changes of particle states (represented collectively
by their sizes, shapes, orientations, and refractive indices)
are totally uncorrelated with temporal changes of their
coordinates. As a consequence, one may average the
right-hand sides of Eqs. (74), (75), and (78)–(80) over the
varying particle states and obtain the following formulas
for the cumulative ensemble-averaged optical character-
istics of the entire volume element:

K 5 N^K&, (81)

Z 5 N^Z&, (82)

Cext 5 N^Cext&, (83)
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Csca 5 N^Csca&, (84)

Cabs 5 N^Cabs&, (85)

where N is the average number of particles in the volume
element during the time of the measurement and the
angle brackets denote averages of the respective single-
particle characteristics over the particle states.

Finally, we remark that although the formulas of Sec-
tions 3–5 have been derived assuming that the incident
field is a plane electromagnetic wave, the reader can eas-
ily verify that all results remain the same if the incident
radiation is a parallel quasi-monochromatic beam of light.

6. FORWARD-SCATTERING
INTERFERENCE
To demonstrate the forward-scattering interference effect,
Fig. 7 shows the element F11 of the scattering matrix for a
simple two-sphere system in random orientation com-
puted with the exact superposition T-matrix method.26

Following MTL, the scattering matrix is defined as

F~U! 5 Z~usca 5 U, wsca 5 0; u inc 5 0, w inc 5 0 !.
(86)

Averaging over the uniform orientation distribution of the
two-sphere cluster is intended to approximately model
the randomness of the component sphere positions rela-
tive to each other. Also shown are the results for two
equivalent spheres that scatter light in total isolation
from each other.

It is clearly seen indeed that the main difference be-
tween the curves for two interacting spheres and those for
two noninteracting spheres is the presence of a pro-
nounced oscillating pattern at forward-scattering angles.
To demonstrate unequivocally that the latter is caused by
the interference, we note that, as follows from Eqs. (25)–
(40), (66), and (70), the interference contributions (i
Þ i8) to the total phase matrix of a two-sphere cluster
differ from the incoherent contributions (i 5 i8) in that
each of them includes an additional factor exp@ik1(ŝ 2 r̂)
• (R1 2 R2)# or exp@2ik1(ŝ 2 r̂) • (R1 2 R2)#, where R1
and R2 connect the origin of the laboratory coordinate
system with the centers of spheres 1 and 2, respectively.
By writing R2 2 R1 5 d 5 dd̂, where d is the distance
between the component sphere centers and the unit vec-
tor d̂ specifies the cluster orientation, and averaging over
all d̂, we derive

1

4p
E

4p
dd̂ exp@2ik1d~ ŝ 2 r̂! • d̂#

5
1

4p
E

4p
dd̂ exp@ik1d~ ŝ 2 r̂! • d̂#

5
sin~k1duŝ 2 r̂u!

k1duŝ 2 r̂u

5 f~U!, (87)

where U 5 arccos(r̂ – ŝ) is the scattering angle and
f~U! 5
sin@2k1d sin~U/2!#

2k1d sin~U/2!
, (88)

since uŝ 2 r̂u 5 2 sin(U/2) as shown in Fig. 8. Thus the
total two-sphere phase and scattering matrices in the
SSA are given by

Z~ r̂, ŝ! 5 2Z1~ r̂, ŝ!@1 1 f~U!#, (89)

F~U! 5 2F1~U!@1 1 f~U!#, (90)

where Z1( r̂, ŝ) and F1(U) are the single-sphere phase and
scattering matrices, respectively. Figure 9 demonstrates
that for a sufficiently large value of k1d, these simple for-
mulas provide a nearly perfect fit to the exact T-matrix
result. f(U) has a sharp and narrow maximum at U
5 0 followed by a succession of maxima and minima with
decreasing frequency and magnitude (see Fig. 10). The
magnitude of all maxima and minima is inversely propor-
tional to k1d, with the exception of the first interference
maximum at U 5 0, whose magnitude is always equal to
unity owing to the well-known limit (sin x)/x →

x→0
1.

Fig. 7. Results of exact T-matrix computations of the F11 ele-
ment of the scattering matrix versus scattering angle U for a
two-sphere cluster in random orientation. The distance d be-
tween the centers of the component spheres increases such that
the product k1d grows from 15 to 60. The radius of each sphere
is a 5 0.5 mm, their relative refractive index is m 5 1.5, and the
wavelength in the surrounding medium is l1 5 2p/k1
5 0.6283 mm. For comparison, the thick curves show the F11
element for two noninteracting spheres of the same size and rela-
tive refractive index.
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This explains the diminishing effect of the interference
with increasing k1d and U at side-scattering and back-
scattering angles in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Illustration of the equality uŝ 2 r̂u 5 2 sin(U/2).

Fig. 9. The solid curve shows the results of exact T-matrix com-
putations of the F11 element of the scattering matrix versus the
scattering angle U for a two-sphere cluster in random orientation
with k1d 5 60, a 5 0.5 mm, m 5 1.5, and l1 5 0.6283 mm.
For comparison, the dotted curve shows the result of using Eq.
(90), whereas the dashed curve depicts the F11 element for two
noninteracting spheres of the same size and relative refractive
index.

Fig. 10. f(U) versus U for k1d 5 15 and 60.
If the distance between the sphere centers changes dur-
ing the measurement, then one must average f(U) over a
range d P @dmin , dmax#. This can be done easily, pro-
vided that all d values are equiprobable, by using the
well-known formula *dx x21 sin x 5 si(x), where si(x) is
the sine integral.27

7. ENERGY CONSERVATION
As we have mentioned above, the presence of the interfer-
ence pattern at forward-scattering angles means that
Eqs. (78)–(80) for the configuration-averaged total phase
matrix and total scattering and absorption cross sections
are only approximate consequences of the far-field USSA.
Unfortunately, this also implies that the USSA violates
the energy conservation law. Indeed, energy conserva-
tion requires that the total scattering cross section of the
particle collection, Csca , be equal to the total extinction
cross section Cext if all the constituent particles are non-
absorbing, so that (Csca) i 5 (Cext) i for each i. One can
see that Eqs. (75) and (79) already lead to Csca 5 Cext ,
even though Eq. (79) does not include the contribution of
the forward-scattering interference pattern. Adding this
contribution brakes the energy balance and leads to the
unphysical result Csca Þ Cext .

The fact that the MUSSA satisfies the energy conserva-
tion law precisely whereas the presumably more accurate
USSA does not seems to be rather strange. The explana-
tion of this paradox is that the USSA includes two-
particle electromagnetic interactions in the calculation of
the total phase matrix and the total scattering cross sec-
tion but not in the calculation of the total extinction ma-
trix and the total extinction cross section. It can in fact
be shown that energy conservation is restored if one takes
into account two-particle interactions in the calculation of
K and Cext by including the contribution of light scattered
twice, but this goes beyond the framework of the SSA.
Therefore the implicit way to ensure energy conservation
in the MUSSA is to artificially ignore the forward-
scattering interference.

8. CONDITIONS OF VALIDITY OF THE
FAR-FIELD MODIFIED UNCORRELATED
SINGLE-SCATTERING APPROXIMATION
Let us now consider what happens with increasing aver-
age distance ^d& between neighboring particles in a ran-
dom group. Figure 7 shows that increasing the distance
between two interacting spheres makes the main interfer-
ence maximum narrower, whereas the F11 values at other
scattering angles approach those obtained by doubling
the corresponding single-sphere F11 values. Also, it is
seen that the F11(0) value for two interacting spheres re-
mains approximately constant with varying distance be-
tween the sphere centers and is close to twice that com-
puted for two noninteracting spheres, as it should be [the
square of the sum of two equal electric fields is equal to
twice the sum of the squares of the fields: uE 1 Eu2

5 2(uEu2 1 uEu2)]. Thus we can conclude that the ex-
pected consequences of taking the limit k1^d& → ` are
the following:
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• The total amount of energy contained in the inter-
ference pattern decreases with increasing interparticle
distance and eventually becomes negligible compared
with the total energy scattered by the particles.

• The angular width of the main interference peak be-
comes so small that the peak becomes hardly distinguish-
able from the incident beam.

As a consequence, the MUSSA gives essentially the same
results as those from the USSA as far as most practical
applications of light scattering are concerned.

The first zero of the function f(U) occurs at U 5 U0
5 2 arcsin@p/(2k1d)#. Therefore, to make the amount of
energy contained in the interference pattern for a two-
particle system negligibly small, this angle must be much
smaller than p, which means that k1d must be much
greater than unity. Furthermore, it is well-known that
at least half of the energy scattered by large particles
(k1a @ 1) is contained in the narrow diffraction peak and
mostly at scattering angles U , 4/(k1a) (see Sec. 7.4 of
MTL). Therefore we must also require that U0
! 4/(k1a), which leads to d @ a.

Although the forward-scattering interference pattern
for a many-particle system can be significantly more com-
plex than that shown in Figs. 7 and 9, it is clear that the
conditions of validity of Eqs. (78)–(80) imposed by the
presence of the pattern should be as follows:

^d& @ ^a&, (91)

k1L @ 1, (92)

where ^d& is the average distance between neighboring
particles and ^a& is the average particle size. The in-
equality (92) reflects the obvious fact that the angular
width of the forward-scattering interference peak gener-
ated by a many-particle group is controlled by the average
distance between any two particles from the group rather
than that between two neighboring particles. Note that
the inequality (91) is also needed to ensure that particle
positions are uncorrelated during the measurement (the
position of each particle is not affected by the presence of
the other particles).

Let us now discuss the conditions of validity of the
main assumption of the SSA, viz., that each particle is ex-
cited only by the incident field. Obviously, when par-
ticles are located close to each other, the field scattered by
one particle can modify the total field exciting another
particle. For example, if the line connecting the centers
of two particles is nearly parallel to the incidence direc-
tion, then the field scattered by the particle located closer
to the source of illumination can attenuate the incident
field when it reaches the other particle. For particles
much larger than the wavelength, this effect can be quali-
tatively interpreted as a ‘‘shadow’’ cast by the first par-
ticle upon the second particle.

To illustrate this phenomenon, Fig. 11 shows the re-
sults of T-matrix computations of the ratio r of the total
scattering cross section for a two-particle cluster with
identical touching components and in random orientation
to the sum of the scattering cross sections of two nonin-
teracting spheres as a function of the sphere size param-
eter k1a. In the geometrical-optics limit, the scattering
cross section of a nonabsorbing particle is equal to twice
the area of the particle projection onto the plane perpen-
dicular to the incidence direction (see Sec. 7.4 of MTL).
Therefore, in the limit k1a → `, the ratio r should ap-
proach the value ^G&/(2pa2), where ^G& is the orientation
average of the projected area of the two-sphere cluster.
Obviously, r would be very close to unity if the distance
between the sphere centers were much greater than their
radii, but it should be significantly smaller than unity for
touching spheres.

Figure 12 illustrates the computation of ^G& for the case
of a randomly oriented two-sphere cluster with identical
touching components. As before, the cluster orientation
is specified by the direction of the unit vector d̂ or, equiva-
lently, by its polar angle u and azimuth angle w [Fig.
12(a)]. Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the
incident light propagates in the direction of the positive z
axis. Then the area of the bisphere projection onto the xy
plane is independent of the azimuth angle, so that

^G& 5
1

4p
E

4p
dd̂G~d̂!

5
1

4p
E

0

2p

dwE
0

p

du sin u G~u!

5 E
0

p/2

du sin u G~u!, (93)

where G(u) is the area of the shape shown in Fig. 12(b).
Obviously, the latter is equal to 2pa2 minus twice the
common area of the two overlapping circles in Fig. 12(c),
or G(u) 5 a2(p/2 2 u 2 sin u cos u), thereby yielding
^G&/(2pa2) 5 1/2 1 4/(3p) ' 0.9244. The actual scat-
tering cross-section ratio in Fig. 11 indeed tends to this
asymptotic value as the size parameter increases, thereby
corroborating the presence and the importance of the
shadowing effect.

The requirement that the contribution of the scattered
light to the field exciting each particle be negligible rela-

Fig. 11. Ratio of the total scattering cross section for a two-
particle cluster with identical touching components and in ran-
dom orientation to the sum of the scattering cross sections of two
noninteracting spheres of the same radius as a function of the
sphere size parameter. The relative refractive index of the
spheres is 1.5.
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tive to the external incident field also limits the total
number of particles in the group. Obviously, the total
amount of energy scattered by the particles filling a vol-
ume element must be much smaller than the amount of
incident energy passing through the volume-element
cross section:

(
i51

N

~Csca!i ! L2. (94)

The forward-scattering interference and the shadowing
effect are not the only manifestations of the electromag-
netic interaction between the particles forming a group
and not the only factors that limit the accuracy of the far-
field MUSSA and its range of applicability in terms of the
smallest allowable interparticle separation. Unfortu-
nately, it is difficult to perform a more detailed theoretical
analysis of this problem for many-particle clusters com-
posed of arbitrary particles. We hope, therefore, that ex-
act numerical results for a few simple cases can provide
at least qualitative guidance (see also Refs. 28 and 29).

Figure 13 depicts the ratio of the total scattering cross
section of a two-sphere cluster in random orientation to
that of two noninteracting spheres of the same size. It is
clear that in order for this ratio to be sufficiently close to
unity, the distance between the centers of the interacting
spheres must be at least several times greater than the
sphere radii. The corresponding asymmetry parameter
ratio (Fig. 14) is much closer to unity and is essentially
independent of k1d for the larger spheres with x 5 5 and
10 but still requires interparticle distances d @ a for the
spheres with x 5 1 in order to reach the asymptotic value
unity.

Figures 7 and 15 demonstrate how increasing the inter-
particle separation affects the scattering matrix element
F11 and the ratios F22 /F11 and 2F21 /F11 for two interact-
ing wavelength-sized spheres. The behavior of the ratio
F22 /F11 is especially revealing, since it must be identi-
cally equal to unity for noninteracting spheres. Obvi-
ously, this asymptotic regime is approximately reached
when the distance between the sphere centers exceeds
several times their radii. We have seen above that no
distance between the interacting spheres can eliminate

Fig. 12. Computation of ^G& for a randomly oriented cluster con-
sisting of two identical touching spheres.
the forward-scattering interference pattern (Fig. 7).
However, this pattern becomes very narrow when d ex-
ceeds several times the sphere radii (or several times the
wavelength  for  subwavelength-sized particles) and even-
tually becomes indistinguishable from the incident light.
Although the data depicted in Figs. 7 and 13–15 were
computed for two-sphere clusters with equal components,
analogous T-matrix results for bispheres with different
components (not shown here) exhibit the same basic fea-
tures and lead to the same conclusions.

Our final note concerns the relative importance of the
far-field-zone criteria (10) and (72) for a single particle
and for a particle collection, respectively. For a single
particle with a size parameter k1a 5 10, the inequality
(10) implies that the far-field zone begins at a distance
from the particle much greater than five particle radii,
which is not much stricter than the inequality (9). How-
ever, for a volume element with a size parameter k1L/2
5 104, the inequality (72) yields r @ 0.25 3 104L, which

Fig. 13. Ratio of the scattering cross section of a two-sphere
cluster with equal components and in random orientation to the
sum of the scattering cross sections of two noninteracting
spheres of the same radius as a function of k1d. The relative
refractive index of the spheres is 1.5, and their size parameter
x 5 k1a varies from 1 to 10.

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but for the ratio of the asymmetry pa-
rameter of a two-sphere cluster with equal components and in
random orientation to the asymmetry parameter of two noninter-
acting spheres of the same radius.
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moves the far-field zone much farther from the volume el-
ement than the inequalities (71) and (73) would require.
This implies that if one wants to apply the MUSSA to a
volume element with L 5 2 mm, assuming a source of il-
lumination with a wavelength of 0.6283 mm (thereby
yielding k1L/2 5 104), then the observation point must be
moved from the volume element by many meters. How-
ever, Section 9 will demonstrate that in many circum-
stances, one can theoretically model the response of a de-
tector located at a distance much greater than the
volume-element size but not as far as the inequality (72)
would necessitate.

9. FIRST-ORDER-SCATTERING
APPROXIMATION
In this section, we will take another look at single scat-
tering of light by a small volume element by assuming
that detectors of the scattered light are located suffi-
ciently far from the volume element that the inequalities
(9)–(11) are satisfied for each particle and the inequalities
(71) and (73) are also valid, whereas the inequality (72)
will not be enforced. As a consequence, the volume ele-
ment can no longer be considered a single scatterer and
characterized by total extinction and phase matrices.

As before, we start with the SSA equations (58), (59),
and (63). We then define the coherency dyad of the total
electric field at the observation point as

Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 7, but for the ratios F22 /F11 and
2F21 /F11 .
rJ~r! 5 E~r! ^ E* ~r!
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(95)

and assume that during the time necessary to take a mea-
surement, the positions of all particles inside the volume
V are totally random, so that the probability to find par-
ticle i within the elementary volume dRi centered at Ri is
equal to pR(Ri)dRi , where

pR~Ri! 5 H 1/V if Ri P V

0 if Ri ¹ V
. (96)

The total randomness of particle positions implies that
the average distance between neighboring particles is
much greater than the particle sizes:

^d& @ ai , i 5 1,..., N. (97)

Thus the configuration-averaged coherency dyad is given
by

^rJ~r!& 5 Einc~r! ^ @Einc~r!#* 1 Einc~r! ^ (
i51

N

^@Ei
sca~r!#* &

1 (
i51

N

^@Ei
sca~r!#& ^ @Einc~r!#* 1 (

i51

N

^@Ei
sca~r!#&

^ (
j~Þi !51

N

^@Ej
sca~r!#* & 1 (

i51

N

^@Ei
sca~r!#

^ @Ei
sca~r!#* &. (98)

The first term on the right-hand side of this formula is the
coherency dyad of the incident field, the second and third
terms describe the interference of the incident and scat-
tered fields, the fourth term describes the interference of
the partial fields singly scattered by different particles,
and the fifth term is the sum of the coherency dyads of the
partial scattered fields.

Averaging the interference terms over particle posi-
tions involves the evaluation of the integrals

^Ei
sca~r!& 5 E

R3
dRi pR~Ri!Ei

sca~r!

5 E
R3

dRi pR~Ri!exp~ ik1ŝ – Ri!

3
exp~ ik1ri!

ri
AJ i~ r̂i , ŝ! • E0

inc (99)

[cf. Eq. (63)], which give the average partial scattered
fields at the observation point. It is convenient to per-
form the integration in the spherical coordinate system
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originating at the observation point [Fig. 16(a)]. Taking
into account that Ri 5 r 1 Ri8 , where the vector Ri8 con-
nects the observation point and particle i, and using the
Saxon asymptotic expression,30 given by

exp~ ik1ŝ – Ri8! 5

k1Ri8→`

i2p

k1Ri8
@d ~ ŝ 1 R̂i8!exp~2ik1Ri8!

2 d ~ ŝ 2 R̂i8!exp~ ik1Ri8!#, (100)

we obtain

^Ei
sca~r!& 5

i2p

k1
E

4p
dR̂i8E

0

`

dRi8@d ~ ŝ 1 R̂i8!

2 d ~ ŝ 2 R̂i8!exp~2ik1Ri8!#pR~Ri!

3 AJ i~2R̂i8 , ŝ! • Einc~r!. (101)

This formula shows that each average partial scattered
field is contributed to only by those points of the volume
element that belong to the segment Ds(r) of the infinite
line through the observation point and the source of illu-
mination [Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)]. Hence the following
three situations must be considered: The observation
point can either be behind the scattering volume as
viewed from the source of illumination [e.g., point 1 in
Fig. 16(b)], be between the source of illumination and the
scattering volume (e.g., point 2), or lie on a line that is
parallel to the incidence direction and does not go through
the scattering volume (e.g., point 3).

It is obvious that ^Ei
sca(r3)& is equal to zero and that

^Ei
sca~r1!& 5

i2p

k1V
Ds~r1!AJ i~ ŝ, ŝ! • Einc~r1!. (102)

The radial integral for point 2 contains a rapidly oscillat-
ing factor exp(2ik1Ri8), which makes ^Ei

sca(r2)& much
smaller than ^Ei

sca(r1)& provided that k1Ds(r2) @ 1. The
latter condition is equivalent to the inequality (92). Thus
^Ei

sca(r)& is given by Eq. (102) if the observation point is
‘‘shadowed’’ by the volume element and vanishes other-
wise.

It is clear from Eqs. (16) and (102) that the average
partial field created by particle i at a shadowed distant
observation point is a transverse plane wave propagating
in the direction of the incident plane wave. Therefore
the second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(98) describe the interference of pairs of transverse plane
waves propagating in the same direction.

It follows from Eqs. (20), (43)–(46), and (53) that the
factor (2p/k1V)Ds(r1)( i51

N AJ i( ŝ, ŝ) is of the same order of
magnitude as that of the sum of the extinction cross sec-
tions of all the particles filling the volume element di-
vided by the volume element’s geometrical cross section:
( i51

N (Cext) i /L2. Assuming that this ratio is much
smaller than unity, i.e.,

(
i51

N

~Cext!i ! L2, (103)

we can neglect the fourth term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (98) in comparison with the second and third terms.
Integrating the last term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(98) over all particle positions and recalling the inequality
(71) yield ( i51

N @AJ i( r̂, ŝ) • E0
inc# ^ @AJ i( r̂, ŝ) • E0

inc#* /r2.
This is simply an ‘‘incoherent’’ sum of partial coherency
dyads at the observation point, each partial dyad being
due to a transverse spherical wave propagating in the
same direction given by the unit vector r̂.

We can now make use of the transverse character of the
plane and spherical waves involved in the first, second,
third, and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (98)
and rewrite the latter in terms of the Stokes vector by us-
ing Eq. (4). After tedious but simple manipulations, we
derive

I~r! 5 Iinc 2
Ds~r!

V (
i51

N

Ki~ ŝ!Iinc 1
1

r2 (
i51

N

Zi~ ŝ, ŝ!Iinc

(104a)

if the observation point is shadowed by the volume ele-
ment and

I~r! 5
1

r2 (
i51

N

Zi~ r̂, ŝ!Iinc (104b)

otherwise. We will refer to the totality of approximations
made in the derivation of Eqs. (104) as the first-order-
scattering approximation (FOSA).

Let us now consider the measurement situation shown
schematically in Fig. 16(c), where the diameter D of the

Fig. 16. First-order scattering by a small volume element.
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acceptance area of either detector is assumed to be
greater than the linear dimension L of the scattering vol-
ume and the angular aperture DV of either detector is
large enough to encompass the entire scattering volume.
Both detectors are located far enough from the volume el-
ement to satisfy the inequalities (51) (for each particle),
(71), and (73). We can now integrate Eqs. (104) over the
acceptance area of the detectors to derive that the polar-
ized signal measured by detector 1 per unit time is given
by

Signal 1 5 DSIinc 2 (
i51

N

Ki~ ŝ!Iinc 1
DS

r2 (
i51

N

Zi~ ŝ, ŝ!Iinc,

(105)

whereas that measured by detector 2 per unit time is
given by

Signal 2 5
DS

r2 (
i51

N

Zi~ q̂, ŝ!Iinc. (106)

By choosing r sufficiently large, one can minimize the
third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (105) relative to
the second term. As a consequence, the response of de-
tector 1 becomes

Signal 1 5 DSIinc 2 (
i51

N

Ki~ ŝ!Iinc. (107)

Equations (106) and (107) represent the main result of
the FOSA. Comparison with Eqs. (23), (24), (50), (74),
and (78) shows that the FOSA predicts essentially the
same electromagnetic response of the distant detectors as
that given by the far-field MUSSA but without requiring
that the detectors be placed as far from the volume ele-
ment as to satisfy the inequality (72). Like the MUSSA,
the FOSA is based on ignoring the interference of light
singly scattered by different particles in the forward di-
rection [i.e., the fourth term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(98)] and, as a consequence, satisfies the energy conserva-
tion law.

Assuming, as before, that the temporal changes of the
particle states are uncorrelated with temporal changes of
their coordinates, we obtain

Signal 1 5 DSIinc 2 N^K~ ŝ!&Iinc, (108)

Signal 2 5
1

r2 DSN^Z~ q̂, ŝ!&Iinc, (109)

where the angle brackets denote averages of the extinc-
tion and phase matrices over the particle states. Again,
this is the same result as that predicted by the far-field
MUSSA [cf. Eqs. (81) and (82)].

Equations (108) and (109) can also be derived from the
(vector) radiative transfer equation [(V)RTE] by assuming
that the number of particles is sufficiently small that
un0L^K(q̂)&pqu ! 1 and un0L^Z(q̂, q̂8)&pqu ! 1 for p, q
5 1,..., 4 and for any q̂ and q̂8, where n0 5 N/V is the
particle number density (see Ref. 31 for details). This is
not surprising, since the derivation of the FOSA in this
section is based on the same basic principles of statistical
electromagnetics as those for the microphysical deriva-
tion of the VRTE in Ref. 19.
A major difference between the RTE as applied to opti-
cally thick media and the FOSA is that for the RTE to be
valid, the scattering particles must be (1) randomly posi-
tioned and uncorrelated and (2) separated far enough
apart that each of them is in the far-field zones of all other
particles. Such particles were called independently scat-
tering in Ref. 19. This means, in particular, that the av-
erage distance between neighboring particles must satisfy
inequality (91) as well as inequalities

^d& @
k1^a&2

2
, (110)

k1^d& @ 1 (111)

[cf. inequalities (10) and (11)]. It is easily seen that in-
equality (110) can become very restrictive for particles
with large size parameters. Fortunately, as our deriva-
tion demonstrates, condition (110) does not apply to either
the MUSSA or the FOSA.

10. DISCUSSION
The traditional way to define the Stokes parameters ap-
plies only to transverse electromagnetic waves such as
plane and spherical waves. It was, therefore, logical to
start the analysis of single scattering by a small volume
element using the far-field SSA, which treats the volume
element as a united scatterer generating a single outgo-
ing spherical wave and makes possible the introduction of
the cumulative amplitude, phase, and extinction matri-
ces.

An important result of our analysis of the far-field SSA
applied to a random group of particles is that one must
distinguish between the simple USSA and the MUSSA.
The MUSSA satisfies the energy conservation law, is
widely used in practice, and is a cornerstone of the phe-
nomenological theory of radiative transfer. However, one
should be aware of the fact that the MUSSA goes beyond
the USSA by neglecting the interference of light scattered
by various particles in the vicinity of the exact forward di-
rection and thus may be inapplicable in circumstances in-
volving precise computations or measurements at scatter-
ing angles approaching zero (e.g., Ref. 32). Otherwise,
the MUSSA can be expected to give satisfactory results
provided that the following conditions are met:

1. The observation point is located far enough to sat-
isfy the inequalities (71)–(73).

2. Particle positions are random and uncorrelated and
change by approximately a wavelength or more during
the time interval necessary to take a measurement.

3. The inequalities (91) and (92) are satisfied.
4. The geometrical cross section of the volume ele-

ment is much greater than its total scattering cross sec-
tion [the inequality (94)].

Note that for particle positions to be uncorrelated, the av-
erage distance between neighboring particles must be
much greater than their sizes, which also leads to the in-
equality (91). Since for large nonabsorbing particles the
scattering cross section is approximately equal to twice
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the area of the particle geometrical cross section (e.g., Sec.
7.4 of MTL), the inequality (94) can be rewritten in the
form

L @ ^a&A2pN. (112)

If the distance from the center of the volume element to
the observation point does not satisfy the inequality (72),
then the total field scattered by the volume element can-
not be approximated by a single spherical wave. In this
case, it is impossible to define the phase and extinction
matrices of the volume element as a whole, and a differ-
ent approximate way to model the response of a detector
measuring electromagnetic scattering by the small vol-
ume element is called for. One such technique is to apply
the first-order-scattering approximation, which is based
on the following assumptions:

(i) The observation point is located far enough to sat-
isfy the inequalities (71) and (73).

(ii) Particle positions within the volume element are
completely random during the time interval necessary to
take a measurement [Eq. (96)].

(iii) The inequalities (91) and (92) are satisfied.
(iv) The sum of the extinction cross sections of the

particles filling the volume element is much smaller than
the volume-element geometrical cross section [the in-
equality (103)]. For particles larger than the wave-
length, this assumption is equivalent to the inequality
(94).

We have demonstrated that if these conditions are met,
then the FOSA leads to essentially the same result as
those from the far-field MUSSA in terms of the polarized
response of a distant detector.

We have shown that the inequality (91) is a formal cri-
terion of applicability of both the MUSSA and the FOSA,
whereas the most stringent criterion of independent scat-
tering, the inequality (110), can be ignored. To illustrate
these inequalities as well as the inequality (111), we con-
sider specific cases of scattering media such as clouds and
fog. The first example is a cumulus cloud with ^a&
5 4 mm and n0 5 1000 cm23 (see, e.g., Ref. 33). Ignor-
ing the finite size of the droplets and using a random-
number generator to place the drops randomly inside a
1-cm 3 1-cm 3 1-cm cubical volume element yield34

^d& ' 560 mm 5 140^a& and k1^d& ' 5600, where we
have assumed that k1 5 10 mm21, thereby corresponding
to a 0.6283-mm wavelength in air. Since k1^a& 5 40, we
can conclude that all the inequalities (91), (110), and (111)
are satisfied, which means, in particular, that the cloud
droplets are independently scattering particles.

As a second example, let us consider what van de Hulst
called a ‘‘very dense fog’’ with ^a& 5 0.5 mm and n0
5 1 cm23 (see page 5 of Ref. 1). Now ^d& ' 0.56 cm
' 11.3^a& (Ref. 34), k1^d& ' 56000, and k1^a& 5 5000.
Obviously, the inequalities (91) and (111) are still satis-
fied, whereas the inequality (110) is grossly violated.
Therefore such particles cannot be formally considered in-
dependent scatterers. This does not necessarily mean
that the RTE cannot yield multiple-scattering results ac-
curate enough for some practical applications, but it is
clear that it should be used with great caution.
In summary, our discussion shows that the far-field
MUSSA and the FOSA can be viewed as opposite ways to
deal with a small volume element by treating it as a
single ‘‘random’’ scatterer and as a small cloud of par-
ticles, respectively. Indeed, the MUSSA does and the
FOSA does not allow one to define unified extinction and
phase matrices of an entire particle group. However, the
MUSSA requires that the distance from the volume ele-
ment to the observation point be large enough to satisfy
the inequality (72), whereas the FOSA does not impose
this stiff limitation. Most importantly, although the
MUSSA and the FOSA are based on somewhat different
sets of assumptions, they give practically the same result
in terms of the polarized response of a sufficiently distant
detector.

Either way to address the problem of electromagnetic
scattering by a small volume element filled with ran-
domly positioned particles requires the observation point
to be located at a distance much greater than the largest
linear dimension of the volume element. This makes
highly questionable the applicability of the concept of a
small volume element in phenomenological derivations of
the RTE because all points of a large volume surrounding
the small volume element and violating the inequality
(71) must be excluded from consideration. Fortunately,
as we have already mentioned, the concept of a small vol-
ume element is completely unnecessary if the RTE is con-
sistently derived from the Maxwell equations.19
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